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Walks the Fire
1995

a young pioneer woman a strong lakota man and a land where the two must begin a
legacy

Americas Antiquities: 100 Years of Managing Fossils on
Federal Lands
2006-01-01

this book contains the letters of one hundred years ago that passed between dr james
newton matthews of mason illinois and the well known hoosier poet james whitcomb
riley also included in this volume are sixteen letters to dr matthews from paul
laurence dunbar an early african american poet who has received much recent
attention

On Prairie Winds
2015-10-20

a concise record of the struggles and achievements of the early settlers together
with a narrative of what is now being done by the norwegian americans of illinois in
the development of their adopted country

A history of the Norwegians of Illinois
1905

a grasslands nature trek that weaves together spiritual insight plant biology
geology lessons and american history and a plethora of bird sightings publishers
weekly starred review a nature writer and avid birder offers a portrait of a season
in the heartland of north america as he and his wife travel through the country and
share stories of all that they encounter people putting their lives back in place
after a tornado volunteers giving their time to conservation efforts and the drive
of all species to move their genes to the next generation which manifests itself so
abundantly in spring their journey begins in new jersey and continues to nebraska
their arrival timed to witness the annual migration of half a million northbound
sandhill cranes next come colorado and a primer on how homesteading sodbusters
transformed an ocean of vibrant prairie grasses into a devastating dustbowl new
mexico and the sixth annual high plains lesser prairie chicken festival back through
colorado and the pawnee national grasslands for a glimpse of the threatened prairie
dog once along with bison among the environmental engineers of the 19th century
western plains and into south dakota home to between 800 and 1 400 free ranging
bison dunne s melodic prose and rhapsodic connection with the natural world
brilliantly entice an estranged audience to explore a now alien environment
publishers weekly starred review although a theme of humanity s effects on the
prairie runs as an undercurrent throughout the narrative it never overwhelms the
sense of awe and wonder at the natural beauty of the grasslands and their
inhabitants booklist

History of LaSalle County, Illinois
1877



a comprehensive and beautifully illustrated reference for all gardeners passionate
about native plants and prairie restoration the gardener s guide to prairie plants
is the one stop compendium for all gardeners aspiring to use native prairie plants
in their gardens neil diboll and hilary cox two renowned prairie gardeners compile
more than four decades worth of research to offer a wide ranging and definitive
reference for starting and maintaining prairie and meadow gardens and restorations
alongside detailed synopses of plant life cycles meticulous range maps and sweeping
overviews of natural history diboll and cox also include photographs of 148 prairie
plants in every stage of development from seedling to seedhead north america s
grasslands once stretched from the blue ridge to the rocky mountains and from texas
to manitoba blanketing the mid continent with ecologically important garden worthy
native species this book provides all the inspiration and information necessary for
eager native planters from across the country to welcome these plants back to their
landscapes the gardener s guide to prairie plants is a must have reference for
gardeners restorationists and every flora fan with a passion for native plants
prairies and meadows

Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section
170 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
1999

this is a collection of literature from and about the tallgrass bioregion it focuses
on autobiographical nonfiction including adventure narrative spiritual reflection
childhood memoir native american perspectives literary natural history humor travel
writing and reportage writings by early explorers are followed by works of
nineteenth century authors that reflect the fear awe reverence and thrill of
adventure of the time after 1900 following the destruction of the majority of
tallgrass much of the writing became nostalgic elegiac and mythic a new
environmental consciousness asserted itself midcentury as personal responses to
tallgrass were increasingly influenced by larger ecological perspectives
preservation and restoration emerged as major themes early twenty first century
writings demonstrate an awareness of tallgrass environmental history and the need
for citizens including writers to remember and to help save our once magnificent
prairies

Prairie Spring
2009-03-19

three time spur award winning author wayne d overholser dawson rides off the wind
swept prairie into a fiery war it s a big country dawson but you re the second
hardcase to ride into it and it ain t big enough for two jess dawson was tired of
moving on and if it meant one more powder smoke showdown to clear space to settle on
well he was ready for that trouble was lane miles had men and guns to stand behind
him and dawson stood alone

Fifth Midwest Prairie Conference Proceedings
1978

maurine becotte was born and raised in the farming community of cut knife
saskatchewan she was the eldest daughter of irwin and margaret duvall her dream was
to become a veterinarian but young women of her time did not become veterinarians so
she followed societies rules and become a school teacher after a few short years of



teaching school maurine met and married a true farmer emile becotte of the seagram
district together they raised their family of eight children on a mixed farm in the
baldwinton area of saskatchewan they grew a variety of grain crops but their passion
was the herd of purebred angus cattle that the built from meager beginnings as their
children we were not quite sure which meant more to them the beautiful black cows
that we all came to love or us as children neither one lacked for love or attention
times were hard on the farm and there was always work to be done maurine always
found time to create fun and joy in life for family friends and neighbors she always
had the coffee pot on and time to chat with all who passed thru our yard on one
occasion a native family passed through in a horse drawn wagon and the young mother
asked for some fresh water maurine being the kind person she was gave them the fresh
water and a jar of fresh cows milk for the infant child some months later that same
young woman thanked mom again for her generosity maurine began writing poetry while
attending college in 1940 and she continued to write throughout her life her poetry
is highlighted with ideas that came from everyday life the beauties of nature the
love of family and community the dedication to farm life in saskatchewan history
politics and war in the 1970 s and 1980 s maurine and two daughters compiled six
volumes of her poetry under the name of housewife harmony volumes 1 through 6
maurine wrote poetry for some fifty plus years before ill health took away her
capacity to write she died in march 1996 without achieving her one great wish to see
her poetry published in one complete book this book is the fulfillment of that dream
rather than use housewife harmony as a title i have chosen to call the book from the
heart of a prairie farm wife because mom truly wrote from the heart the following
pages will unveil the ability maurine had in the stroke of the pen

History of Logan County, Illinois, Together with
Sketches of Its Cities, Villages, and Towns,
Educational, Religious, Civil, Military, and Political
History, Portraits of Prominent Person, and Biographies
of Representative Citizens
1886

the cabin at the prairie by c h pearson c h pearson weaves a tale of an own family
embarking on a courageous journey from their familiar town life to the untamed
expanses of the midwest prairie filled with both humor and charm pearson skillfully
captures the trials and triumphs inherent in frontier residing from the construction
of a humble cabin to the demanding situations of cultivating vegetation and
navigating the unforgiving elements of nature at its core the narrative unfolds as a
testomony to the unwavering love and resilience of a family determined to carve out
a brand new lifestyles this undying narrative serves as a poignant tribute to the
pioneering spirit that fashioned america pearson s storytelling not simplest
encapsulates the tangible struggles of frontier life however additionally
illuminates the intangible traits that bind families together inside the face of
adversity scholars recognize the cultural significance of this paintings thinking
about it an essential contribution to the collective understanding of human
civilization the cabin at the prairie stands as a literary testomony to the iconic
spirit of folks that forged new paths within the pursuit of a better lifestyles
showcasing the indomitable human will to conquer demanding situations and construct
a legacy on the full size canvas of the american frontier



Publication
1995

this annual selection guide covers new novels in the mystery fiction science fiction
fantasy horror western fiction and romance genres by identifying similarities in
various books it seeks to help readers to independently choose titles of interest
published during 1995 1996 entries are arranged by author within six genre sections
and provide publisher and publication date series name and number description of
characters time geographical setting review citation genre and setting notations and
related books

The Gardener's Guide to Prairie Plants
2023-04-12

general biology is an introductory level college biology textbook that provides
students with an understandable and engaging encounter with the fundamentals of
biology written for a two semester undergraduate course of biology majors and
presented as a bound set of two distinct volumes this reader friendly textbook s is
concept driven vs terminology driven that is the book s are based on the underlying
concepts and principles of biology rather than the strict memorization of biological
terms and terminology written in a student centered and conversational style this
educational research based book s connects students to all aspects of biology from
the molecular to the biosphere end of chapter questions challenge students to think
critically and creatively while incorporating science process skills and biological
principles

The Tallgrass Prairie Reader
2014-06

elemental is the perfect word to describe george olson s watercolor drawings of the
plants of the tallgrass prairie delicately precise yet filled with vigor and color
they present the prairie in its individual elements and taken as a group that
celebrates the hues and textures of tallgrass wildflowers and grasses in its
seasonal abundance in the elemental prairie the combination of george olson s
luminous drawings and john madson s eloquent essay the running country encourages us
to look at the prairie world with newly appreciative eyes for some years olson has
focused almost exclusively on the grasses and wildflowers of the north american
prairie meticulously reproducing their elemental structures and colors while proving
once again that art can both imitate and enhance nature emphasizing their magical
loveliness by painting certain species in their winter and summer plumages he
reveals the plants stark wintry framework as well as their more glorious warm
weather beauty the elemental prairie presents sixty glowing images of tallgrass
plants from the familiar purple coneflower and black eyed susan to the less often
seen rattlesnake master and compass plant together olson and madson two dedicated
prairie restorationists one using images and the other using words create a living
prairie in all its brilliance

The Ladies' Repository
1870

the author discusses his discoveries in the search for remaining areas of tallgrass
prairie in northeast texas helping readers understand what a prairie is and how to



appreciate its beauty and importance and also increasing the awareness of past and
present prairies in an effort to support their overall survival

The Universalist and Ladies' Repository
1870

in the rush of modern life we measure our lives by the clock the calendar the
timetable but there are older rhythms in nature the call of chickadees before the
first hint of spring the golden face of a compass plant in july the first snowfall
these signs mark the passage of time in a world that aldo leopold knew well and
eloquently described with notebook and camera in hand john and beth ross revisit the
aldo leopold memorial reserve in south central wisconsin fifty years after leopold s
death thanks to the efforts of leopold his family and the leopold foundation this
once ruined farmland is now largely restored to a natural state the rosses explore
the terrain of this sandy land encounter its natural citizens and relate life here
to its physical underpinnings following leopold s own practice of phenology they
note the seasonal changes arrivals and departures of wild geese the blossoming of
the pasque flower at the edge of melting snow the appearance of monarch butterflies
on the milkweed and further they seek to find in this landscape an underlying
morality a communion of understanding a sense of place in the cosmos beautifully
illustrated with color photographs the book also includes notes on the behavior
habitat and human interactions with ninety four species of plants birds and other
animals found in the reserve an extensive glossary explains terms from geology
ecology meteorology and related life and earth sciences

The Long Wind
1872

this work advocates the restoration of the north american tallgrass prairie which is
rapidly disappearing historical descriptions of prairie aesthetics are outlined as
we are experiencing a worldwide mixing of plant species prairie restoration is
particularly important plants alien to north america do not readily support insect
populations including all animal species higher on the food chain prairie
restoration methods are described for amateurs academics and land managers some of
the techniques described are growing crops for seed production times of seed
gathering for specific species facile seed processing for amateurs land preparation
segregation of seed into its preference for habitat and required seed treatment for
germination over 200 species are described that comprise the predominant species
found in tallgrass prairie nature preserves as well as degraded prairies some
additional plants of especial interest are also described the appendix tabulates all
likely species found on prairies regardless of their scarcity safe fire management
of prairies is described in detail finally methods of controlling aggressive alien
weeds by herbicides are detailed

Animal Novel: A Lion Goes Wandering
2009-01-28

hokanson writing lakeland college looks at the town of peterson iowa its history and
our enduring need for a sense of place he synthesizes geography oral history
archaeology science and literature in his portrait of this small farming town
includes bandw historical and modern photos of peterson s faces and landscapes
annotation copyright by book news inc portland or



American Artisan
1979-01-01

the noted english actor recounts his travels to some big american theatre towns with
his theatre company and co star ellen terry

From the Heart of a Prairie Farm Wife
2024-01-01

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of little house on the
prairie by laura ingalls wilder digicat publishing considers every written word to
be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for
republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as
ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it
deserves as a classic of world literature

History of the Expedition Under the Command of Lewis and
Clark
1996-06

this manual by four of the most knowledgeable prairie restorationists in the upper
midwest brings together absolutely everything that anyone regardless of background
needs to know for proper tallgrass prairie restoration in addition to chapters on
everything from planning to implementing to managing a prairie chapters on native
seed production and restoring prairies in public spaces and along roadsides cover
all that is necessary for successful prairie restorations this book is an absolute
must for anyone in the business of prairie restoration as well as a great read for
any prairie enthusiast robert h mohlenbrock distinguished professor emeritus of
botany southern illinois university book jacket

The Cabin on the Prairie
2017-06-14

from the salem witch trials of 1692 to the sandy hook school massacre of 2012 this
two volume encyclopedia surveys tragic events natural and man made famous and
forgotten that helped shape american history tragedies and disasters have always
been part of the fabric of american history some gave rise to reactions that
profoundly influenced the nation others dominated public consciousness for a moment
then disappeared from collective memory organized chronologically disasters and
tragic events examines these moments covering both the familiar and the obscure and
probing their immediate and long term effects unlike other works that concentrate on
a particular type of disaster for example weather or medicine related tragedies this
two volume encyclopedia has no such limits its entries range from natural disasters
such as hurricanes and tornadoes to civic disturbances environmental disasters
epidemics and medical errors transportation accidents and more the work is a perfect
supplement for history classes and will also prove of great interest to the general
reader

What Do I Read Next?
2010-09-13



over a century ago tall grass prairie stretched over the most of what is now iowa
illinois southern minnesota northern missouri the dakotas nebraska kansas and
oklahoma today only a few scattered patches remain the author traces the history of
the prairie and examines grassland ecology

General Biology II
2003

The Elemental Prairie
2006-04-04

Black Hills National Forest (N.F.), Prairie Project Area
1998-08-15

Prairie Time
1998

Prairie Time
1988

Fox River Area Assessment: Early accounts of the ecology
of the Fox River Area
2010-12-01

Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section
170 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
1876

Tallgrass Prairie Restoration in the Midwestern and
Eastern United States
1897

Seashore and Prairie
1996



The Midland Monthly Magazine
1979

What Do I Read Next?
1981

Wind Cave
1994

Wind Cave National Park (N.P.), Prairie Dogs Report
(1972) B1; Bison Management Resource(s) Management Plan
(RMP) B2; Elk Management Resource(s) Management Plan
(RMP) B3; Statement for Management (1978) B4; Elk
Surplus Disposal Program, Environmental Assessment (EA)
(1980) B5; Prairie Dog Management, Environmental
Assessment (EA) B6; Prairie Dog Management Program,
Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI)
2007

Reflecting a Prairie Town
2022-08-16

Henry Irving's Impressions of America
2010-04-15

Little House on the Prairie
2014-03-26

The Tallgrass Prairie Center Guide to Prairie
Restoration in the Upper Midwest
1987

Disasters and Tragic Events [2 volumes]
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